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Retiring Profs
To Be Feted
At Reception
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A reception honoring seven SJS!
facility and staff members who
will retire this year will he held ’
1.111,dilY from 2-4 p.m. in Hl.
Arrangements for the event are
being made by the faculty social
committee.
Guests of honor at the reception
will be the following persons, all
planning retirement this year:
--Lyman H. Daugherty, professor of botany, who joined the fee1930. Professor Daugherty
ally
nationally known as a paleobotanist.
- !sirs. Lillian C. Gray, professor
of education, a teacher at SJS
since 1932 and a recognized leader
in the teaching of reading.
Br. Hugh W. Gillis, professor
(if speech and drama, who has
taught speech classes and directed
student drama productions at the
college since 1929.
Dr. Margaret C. Jones, professor of home economics and education, who has taught in home
ALL’S FAIR IN LOVEThe servant of Don Giovanni, Lepoeconomics for 45 years, 28 of them
rello (Lawrence McCommas), deceives one of his master’s many
at San Jose State.
.- Claude N. Settles, professor
loves, Donna Elvira (Brooke Shebley), by making love to her
while disguised as the Don.
of sociology and a community
leader for civil rights, who officially retired at the close of the
fall semester. He joined the faculty in 1938.
- Edward S. Thompson, who is
reteing as business manager of
the college after 34 years of
service.
- Dr. K Frances Wittman, assistant professor of physics, a
member of the SJS faculty since
By CIIRIS Iii WINGS
assistant
by Edwin C. Diu
1955 who has had a lung and disThe century -old story of the professor of music. Stage director
tinguished career as a teacher in legendary lover, Don Giovanni, is Dr. Jack H. Neeson, assistant
eastern colleges and universities. and his self-destruction is repealed professor of drama.
tonight with the Music and Damn ,
The role of Don Giovanni is
departments’ opening presentation played by baritone Mike Patterof Mozart’s tragicomic opera.
’ akis. Other principal singers are
s’JS L:.wrence MeCornmas, bass, as
"Don Chit:arm!" i-irtnit,
run tonight at 8:15 in College . Leporello; Robe r t Cunningham,
re- baritone, as Masetto; James MacTheater. Performances will
peat tomorrow and May 30 Donald, tenor, as Don Octavio;
Jess Russell, bass, as the Comrifle r t Browning, sophomore through June 2.
The 1962 opera workshop pres- mandant; and sopranos Pegi Di....eh and drama student from
unsylvania, was awarded the entation is based upon the am- Bari, Brooke Shebley and Diane
tannual S50 Dorothy Kaucher orous exploits of a mid -171h cen- iSutton as Donna Anna, Donna
oral interpretation award yester- tury Spanish grandee.
Elvin’ and &Hine, respectively.
Mozart’s two-act "drama gioday for his reading of Jessarnyn ,
"Don Giovanni" tells the story
West’s "Shivaree Before Break- coso," which is regarded as the of the romantic Don, his dalliance
unconopera.
all
of
masterpiece
fast."
with the ladies and his fatal doom
lir Kaucher. in whose honor the ientionally alters comedy with when he is dragged down into
the
on
accent
the
with
tragedy,
award was established its 1950.
Hell by the statue of a man he
latter. The SJS production is an killed, the father of one of his
opera,
the
of
version
English
ladies.
which has been presented more
since
opera
lanes than any other
its premiere in Prague in 1787
An elatairate setting with
inner stage to suggest the th.,
of Mozart’s time has been
signed by J. Wendell Joh i!
professor of drama.
Vocal soloists, chorus and a
S

Don Giovanni Opens
College Run Tonight

Soph Wins
Ora/ Award

Noted Historian Says:
’Put Away Athletics’
Right, Left Theories
Will Clash Monday

A suggestion that colleges stop
threating students like children
and "put away competitive ath- ,
letics" was issued yesterday by
Henry Steele Commager, speaks.]:

"To the Right To the Left?" with government based on occuTwo basic political theories will pational representation.
clash Monday evening at 8:15 in
"Real socialism means an equal
Allen hall, 325 S. 10th St.
voice and vote in the management
Sponsored by the Allen hall and operation of industry and
cultural committee, the debate will services by all the social pro
feature Herbert Steiner, Socialist ducers," he said
Labor party’s candidate for RoverOn the right, McDill counters
nor of California, and William R. that "Modern liberalLsm has patMeDill. representing Californians ently failed."
for Goldwater. The debate is free
McDill, who is chairman of San
.ind open to the public.
Jose headquarters of the Joe Shell
On the left, Steiner advocates for governor campaign, defines a
a revolutionary change to social- "right-winger" as a person who
ism in the United States by peace- believes that there are differences,
ful means of the ballot, according in people such as intelligence, abilto his statement given to the ity, drive and motivation.
"To level arbitrarily all differSpartan Daily. The Socialist program, he states, calls for a com- ences by the use of state force
plete rreonst rz let ion of society is immoral and criminal," he
states.
"The society I envision will tit
a society of the ant and the gras,
hopper, the tycoon and the beachcomber, the miserly and the prof
ligate."

ASB Judiciary
Clears Conflict

Disagreement between the testimony of Edward Pavone. ’20-year01d industrial relations major, and
a

San

Jose

cleared up at

police
a

report

was

hearing of the

ASH judiciary yesterday.
Pavone told the ASH
in an open hearing on
that he was booked by
police in April for illegal
and jailed for the night.

Judiciary
Tuesday
San Jose
assembly

Pavone and an unidentified male
were bending over a small wood
pile on Tenth st, when he was
apprehended by the police.
"I didn’t have any intention of
lighting a bonfire," Pavone said,
The SJS man disagreed with a
police report submitted to Judiciary on Tuesday which described
him as having matches in his hand.
Later confirmation by the arresting officer corroborated the
student’s testimony.
Recommendations regarding the
action of the administration will
he submitted to Dr. John T. Wahlquist, president of SJS, who will
make the final decision.

.Each debater will he given 10
minutes for an opening speech and
five minutes for rebuttal, according to Bernard Scoville, cultural
committee publicity director. Questions from the floor will be answered after the debate.
John Simas, resident assistant
at Allen hall. will be the moderator.

DR. HENRY COMMAGER
... convocation speaker

H.E. Dept.
Honors Eight

Sunday Sr. Dinner (.A.p. .: (.,NAVERAL
Final Get -Together

It. W LAOS JR.
(UPI l - Ast ronatit scot t Carpenter was
plucked from the Atlantic ocean
in good condition yesterday despite
three hours in a fragile life raft,
which
the result of an overshot
brought him down from orbit 200
miles front recovery ships.
II

Cl

ROBERT BROWNING
. .
wins Kaucher award
pr.med
the prize to Browning
after the seven finalists gave
se.emminute readings before
a
hire stiaiio Theater audience.
headers were introduced by Luis.
MI.,101 ViilfleZ, who won the award
la. semester.
.11,’1’4Ing was held at the end of,
the ,tne-hour program. J ti d ges
erre Dr. Josephine Chandler, pror"s",1* of English, Dr. Hugh W.
Gims, professor of drama and Dr.,
E
Panagopoulos, associate protesor of history.
The award was made on the
((atntinned on Page 2)

Sunday’s Sc n i o r Recognition!i
banquet will be "the senior’s last
chance to get together socially."
according to Mike Harris, senior
president.
reed all seniors.
Harris
whether they are graduating in
.lime or not, to attend. Tickets
are now on sale an in,’ . igen
Affairs business office, T1116. and

A I. Vi N

The 37 -Year-old space Pilot flew
three times around the earth to a
harrowing windup which gave recovery forces an anxious 40 mm Mrs before search aircraft found
him.
cost $2 each.
His first words on being resThe prime rib dinner will begin cued wens "I feel fine."
at 7 p.m. with a social hour preWhile search aircraft circled
ceding it at 530. This year’s ban -1
-.t.
. II , h
(met will be held at Lou’s Village
helicopters from the carrier Inin San Jose.
, trepid took off to rescue him. The
Pres. John T. Wahlquist and
!recovery was made by a helicopter
feabe
will
Hauck
Bill
Pres.
ASH
piloted by Navy Capt, J. L, Alevening.
the
for
speakers
tured
bert jr. The helicopter with Carseniors
to
open
is
banquet
The
penter aboard started back for
added.
Harris
only,
and guests
the carrier at once.

world wire
I, ill vil 1%11
IFIIII1’AIN
lay that it
ti’..:
LONDON, Britain
V:71N sending a wiondroo of Jet tighter planes to i hatiatvi. thus becomOrganization
ing the fourth member of the Southeast Asia Treaty
1i contribute armed forces to that nation’s defense against possible
.minvinist invasion. Prime Minister Hareld Macmillan told the House
for
ii commons
in London that Thailand had made a formal request
.111:111r0r1 of British Hunter jet fighters and that Britain would
comply.
lit" %Tit PENALTY
aT1’111 NT, I:t
:stir Vietnamese students
SAIGON
.
. ’
convicted of attempting Iii as-issitiate IS. Ambassador to South Viet
Nam Frederick Notting jt were ,entenred to death aVerinisielay by
11iecial military tribunal, it was reported yesterday.

it to find Carpenter perched
a life raft.

Those receiving special awards
were: Janis Stayton, junior far ulty award, Betty Lamp charm
and California Home Economies
assn. award. $300: Joyce Kaida,
senior. Helen Mignon award. S’.25.
Carol Deacomis. sophomore. lit’Hot jazz and the inspiration of ulty award, $50: Karen Snyder.
a polio stricken girl provide the freshman, Grange scholarship,
drama in tonight’s Friday Flick, $100.
"Five Pennies," 7:30 at Morris
Arlene Donne. graduate. Jose’
Dailey auditorium,
phine and Frank Morris award,
The film is set in the 1920s and $100: Edith Graham. senior, Pais based on the life of jazz trum- trons assn. scholarship. $100: WinPeter Red Nichols and his band. ifred Parrott, senior, departmental
the original Five Pennies. Tues- plaque for highest grade point:
day Weld plays Nichols daughter land Loretta Amerian. sophomore
who survives a polio attack and !Spartan Spears.
Inspires her father’s comeback.
The graduating seniors of thRed Nichols is played by Danny department were introdurnd
Kaye and the film features Louis ; Dr. Laurence Smardan,
Armstrong, Bob Crosby. Shelly pof child development and I.
Menne, Bobby Troup and Ray ’relationships.
Anthony.
Guest speaker at the bar
A cartoon will be shown at each was Leonard McConnell,
Friday Flick; admission is 25 I live director of the Family S..-.
rents,
!ices assn., Santa Clara roanty.

Friday Flicks

d

in

The spacecraft, Aurora 7, was
riding the waves near the raft.
At 11:32 a.m., the Navy plane
reported after a close look that
Carpenter was "apparently sitting
comfortably in his raft."
Carpenter had embarked on his
space fact-finding mission atop an
Atlas rocket at 5:45 a.m. PDT
after the smoothest countdown in
the history of the Mercury manin -orbit program.
MU/WEN:RE AT FINISH
bught his flight
The overshot brought
to a suspenseful conclusion which
had officials and reporters biting
their nails.

An Air Force search plane arrived over Carpenter’s raft at
11:39 a.m.
Two paramedics, airborne first
aid men, leaped Into the sea to
attach a large flotation bag to
Aurora 7 to keep it afloat and to
itystry: ,1NNOINeEn
give Carpenter any help he needThe rescue WaS announced here ed while waiting for surface craft
at 110 p.m.
about three to recover him.
hours after Carpenter’s calculated
The National Aeronautics and
splash clown and nearly eight Space Administration estimated
hours after his Atlas rocket hurled that Carpenter’s Aurora 7 space
him into space above Cape Ca- craft touched down about 10:41
naveral.
A.111,
about 1000 miles south-

nrr,

mYr

Space officials lost radio contact
with the astronaut shortly after
.
"it isppea red he had overshot by 200
miles the scheduled landing area
MOO miles southeast (it here. But
I a Navy search aircraft sulk-e1 intently picked up the spacecraft’s
radio landing beacon and followed

east of here.
At 10:18 it.111., braking rockets
to bring his craft down from orbit were fired as he approached
the southwest coast of the United
States.
Carpenter had reported every.
thing aboard the craft in good
condition for the fiery descent

;

Eight SJS coeds, in addition to,
graduating seniors, were honored
at the annual Home Economics
department banquet Wednesday
evening. All of the honorees are
majors in that department.

stronaut in Good Con ition
A
After Three-Hour Wait in Raft

aisitietea.

.

ASTRONAUTScott Carpenter (right) engages in another mission briefing before his successful orbital flight yesterday. He
circled the earth three times, then overshot the designated landing area by 200 miles. He was picked up three hours late-,h.
helicopter and reportedly is in good condition.

for the first annual honors convocation as San Jose State
The speaker, a noted American
historian, addressed a capacity authence of students, parents, and
faculty members for the event.
Attending the event were more
than 200 students whose names
appeared on the lists of President’s Scholars and Deans’
Scholars. The lists included students whose grade point averages
for the last two semesters were
4.0 and 3.5 and above.
Congratulations were extended
to the honored students by Pres.
John T. Wahlquist and the deans
of the five divisions.
CALL FOR RE-CREATION
e called for a "reCommagr
creation" of the ’’community of
learning." He reviewed the contribution which Europe made to
America during the 18th and 19th
centuries and pointed out that
much of the culture of the United
-:;,tes came from abroad_
’rhen. he contended. the United
States began to export its culture,
particularly its political ideas and
ideals. Such political -exports"
have resulted in "revolutions" in
many parts of the world, he said.
"Nationalism is rising in many
parts of Africa and Asia," the
speaker commented. Dr. Commager said there are two kinds of
nationalism, the old kind which
is brinevolent and the new kind
1,..
.
ist:TTH: Fot,iTloN
"liecalise American nationalism
has been benevolent, we are in a
bet t er posit ion for world leaderthan other major countries,"
the historian stated.
Dr. Commager said that the
challenge confronting the United
States can be compared with such
events as the settling of the West,
the Industrial Revolution or Amer ican victory in two world wars,
The speaker contended that the
most effective method of meeting
this challenge was through higher
education fie said there is a need
for a "peace corps" to take Americentemed tat Page 45

Council Bill Seeks
Annual S1000 Fund
For Scholarships
A bill aimed at establishing a
ASH -sponsored
permanent
scholarship fund was brought before St orient Council during the
group’s regular meeting Wednesday.
Introduced by graduate representative Rod Dindon. the plan
provides for the appropriation of
$1000 each year from the ASD
general fund for financial aid te
members of the student body. The
hill also makes provision for accepting and publicizing contributions from interested sources.
The hill was referred to a council commit tee hi’ f urt her consideration.
.
Under the proposal, as outlined
: by Diridon. the funds would he
handled by the college scholarship
office. Applicants for aid would I...
judged on: degree of need: scholastic achievement and decree of
service to Ult camplis and/or
’ comnumity
Diridon’s hull, which must come
before council twice more before it
ran be effected, is a revival of a
measure proprzsed earlier this semester by vice president Steve
Larson. That bill died m committee when the new council took
ince
.

through the atmosphere to splash- to limit his flight to two orbits
down in the Atlantic.
This fear was caused by
As expected, radio contact was cations that the fuel supply t
lost during the descent because of the spacecraft’s jet controls at, ,
um
ionization of the atmosphere by being used tip too rapidly. Of’
the 3000- degree heat generated cials ordered Carpenter by rad:,
by air friction,
to switch to hand control oi t he
OVERSHOOTS LANDING
jets to conser:e the supply
Officials concluded when con.’
They decided after looking at
tact was not quickly regained that the information transmitted trom
Carpenter’s craft had come in at spacecraft instruments that enoiluh
an angle which meant he had fuel was left to keep the Cale,:
overshot the mark.
I pointed right for another and flee II
Carpenter had completed his I orbit
first orbit at about 7:19 a.m. Pin
Depletion of control fool force! II
and Ins second at about 8:47 a.m.! termination after two orbit-. ot 0
V
There was a moment during hls the orbital flight made last N.,
second orbit when ground moni- vomiter by Enos, the chimpanzee
tors feared it might be necessary aatronatit.
1
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Thrust and Parry

Fountain Lights Make Fair
Twice as Exciting at Night
lossillassi sirens:Siva a us
’a no
gut too close at the wnarg tune.
The crowd then gave the fountain a round of applause. The
maze of fountains and pools in
the courtyard of the t’ S. Science Pavilion also should be
seen at night. Lights on the area
give it a fairy -land louk.
The performing arts shots s
ate usually at night, although
sunie have afternoon matinees
on the weekends. I would suggest that you write ahead for
tickets it there is a show you
particularly want to bee while
you are there. Victor Borge’s
"Ccertedy in Music" performance
was sold out a week before he
arrived in Seattle. I could not
get t icket s. Tickets for the
Theodore Bikel performance
scheduled for this week were
gone by Sunday.
CROWDED AT NIGHT
The fair is generally more
crowded at night. It is "the
place to go" for those who live
in Seattle. The exhibits close at
10 p.m. but the Gayway is open
until 12:00 p.m. You can leave
the fair during the day and return without paying an extra
gate fee. Many people take advantage of this to go to dinner
in the city of Seattle and then
return to the fair at night.
The Broadway does most of
its business at night. The night
clubs are fairly expensive: one
of the nicest charges is $5.00
.just for admittance with drinks
extra. The price of the drinks
will keep you sober.
Night or day, however, the
young running the exhibits and
booths are an important part of
the Fair. They give an atmosphere of vitality that would
otherwise be missing. The i r
youth and potential coupled with
the Century 21 theme gives the
spectator an optomistic feeling
about the future century being
celebrated by the 1962 World’s
Fair.

Editors Notd This is the last as
aeries on the Worlds Fair in Seattle.
By SANDRA DILL
WORLDS FAIR. Seattle
The fair is twice as exciting and
beautiful at night. The lights on
the nu merous fountains are
largely responsible for the transformation.
Located right in the center
of the fairgrounds, the water
spouts of the fountain are on a
huge half dome in the middle of
a %%isle but shallow well. As part
of a regular program, the water
is constantly switched from one
group of spouts to another forming ever changing patterns. At
night colored lights join the 20.
minute program, and the effect
is spectacular. The f uunt a in
turns gold, pink, blue and violet
as the lights are alternated.
FOUNTAIN DISCOVERED
the delight of many of the
,jectators and the dismay of
-others, the children also discovered the fountain. Young
,boys tried to prove their courage by trying to outsmart it by
going down into the bowl, which
.. is covered with white rocks, and
-waiting until the spouts nearest
. them were dry. Then they would
rush In and touch the spouts and
,.race back to safety. Some even
:went so far as to climb up on
a. the half dome during the five
"..m inute interval between prom grarns.
More than occasionally the

Police Professor
To Speak at Dinner
.; Gorden E. Misner, associate
- professor of police, will be one
. of the speakers at tomorrow’s
7 p.m. international potluck dinner in Foothill college cafeteria.
’Tickets for the dinner, sponsored by the Citizens for Responsible County Law Enforcement, are S250 per person.

IT’S ANGELO’S FOR
TOP CUTS OF BEEF
Try Our

NEW YORK CUT STEAK
with Tossed Salad,
Baked Potato, Coffee or Tea $ 1 . 85

ANGELO’S Steak House
72 E. SANTA CLARA

"MEE PARKINGAL’S & VIAL’S, tat. frd

7*44

"WORK OF ART"
One Aay cereice
,weaten. St Cashmere Coat our Specialty

z;
,t

DISCOUNT WITH ASB CARD

Uri

(LEANER’

198 EAST SANTA CLARA

1soterrnstaVtobte."..".50’..54,:::::.,~0WAW.0".5.50501,Aletbstrol:

+Lucky 7
Student Discount

3c

per gal.

with Student Body Card!
BUY NOW AND SAVE AT YOUR

LUCKY 7 SERVICE STATION
San Jose

1170 North 4th Street

Where quality and service mean economy

SPARTAN PROGRAMS
COMMITTEE

Intercultural Council
Expresses Gratitude

"FIRST FAMILY" of (I. -r.) Dick V. Lane, Elbert
"Pinky" Garcia, Ray S. Bruton and Norman
Waggner will honor "Mom" Tronson tomorrow,
their housemother 26 years ago. The "boys"

’First Family’ To Honor ’Mom’
Tomorrow With Reunion, Dinner
By RALPH FERGUSON
After 26 years they’re coming
home .
to take "Mom" Tronson out to dinner.
Mrs. Pearl Tronson, 75, 419
S. Sixth St., is to be honored
Saturday afternoon by the "First
Family" she housed and fed in
1939.
The -First Farnily"Dick V.
Lane. Elbert "Pinky" Garcia,
Ray S. Bruton, and Norman R.
Waggner haven’t been very
close to each other the past 26
years. But suddenly three of
their paths crossed and they decided they had some "remembering" to do. (Dick Lane is making a special trip from Le Angeles for the occasion.)
Tomorrow night the "boys.’
are going to hire a photographer
for a retake of the same picture
above, in the same order. And
then they’re taking "Mom" 0111
to dinner.
"I wanted to feed them again,"
Mrs. Tronson said, "but they
would have none of it. I love
them so. I remember their graduation. I cried. I’ll never go to
another graduation again."
STILL SHOPS
At 75, Mrs. Tronson still does
her own shopping and mows
the lawn, much to the embarrassment of her boys who catch
her. She still feeds "about eight
or ten" but said she is "slowing
clown." Her meals have always
been family style. She said she
must be up by 4:30 a.m. to "start
the cooking" but still finds time
to read at least one book a
week. English history is her
favorite subject but she prefers
the Bible. "My day wouldn’t
be complete without it," she said.
Retired Dean of Women Miss
Helen Dimmick was asked if
she remembered Mrs. Tronson.
’Yes, I did know her. She was a
fine ’mother’ to the boys, and a
fine cook. All the college men
who lived there admired her. It
was considered wonderful luck
to get in whenever she had a
vacancy.
"It’s wonderful her ’First
Family’ is honoring her. Too
rrrrri these tokens of apprecia- ’hought about but never
carro’:
Mrs. Izetta Pritchard, 2051
Lynwood Terrace, retired SJS
housing co-ordinator, also re"ailed Mrs. Tronson. "Yes, I
heard of Mrs. Tronson from boys
who came to my office .. . I’ve

presents:
The

Dave Hoffman Trio
"Jazz in the Afternoon"

Mon., May 28
2:30 P.M. Morris Dailey Aud.
Tickets: Free to Students - Th 16
Open to the Public -$1.50
1.4 jr ’of opperfullly for you commvters to offend a good show,/

decided to get together for a reunion, their
first since 1939, the year in which this picture
was taken.

SUIllnwr

Rates

2-BEDRM. APAICIMENTS

880.00
2 Students
890.00
3 Students
4 Students ... $100.00

met her and could see vM, all
her boys respected and loved
her."
CURRENT OCCUPATIONS
Of the members of the "First
Family." Dick V. Lane was a
flier during the war and is now
general manager of Flight Safety, inc., San Francisco airport.
Incidently, Dick Lane, while
running an airport at Grants,
N.M., is the pilot who found
the Mike Todd plane wreckage
several years ago.
Elbert -Pinky" Garcia now is
in charge of the Commercial
dept. at Sequoia high school in
Redwood City.

Robert Browning Wins
Dorothy Kaucher Award
(Continued From Paci
basis of choice of material, reader’s understanding of author’s intellectual and emotional intent.
presentation skills and ability to
communicate with the audience.
Browning has been active in
other drama presentations at SJS.
His most recent appearances were
in a staged reading of Stephen
Vincent Benet’s "J oh n Brown’s

Sparta-

o-Round

By DRU CHALLBERG
Society Editor
kFc FORMAL

1

Presentation of campus queens representing the various fraternity houses will be a special attraction at tonight’s annual semiformal Interfraternity Council dance. The dance will be held from
9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at the Villa Hotel in San Mateo.
COED DAIRY PRINCESS
Chosen District 1 Dairy Princess recently by the American
Dairy Association was Linda Tanferani, SJS junior from Loleta. Miss
Tanferani will be competing in the June California Dairy Princess
contest which will be held in Fresno.
PINNED
Gretchen Haug, Alpha Phi junior general elementary education
major from Santa Barbara, to Jeff Davis, Theta Chi junior philosophy and psychology major from Whittier.
Marilyn Butcher, Alpha Phi sophomore sociology major from
San Jose, to Lee Cox, Theta Chi junior public relations major from
San Jose.
Judy Mosher, senior education major from San Jose, to Ken
McMahon. Lambda Chi Alpha senior mechanical engineering major
from San Carlos,
Adrianne Helmer, freshman secretarial -administration major
from Ben Lomond. to Ward Johnson. Sigma Phi Epsilon freshman
history major from Berkeley.
Linda Shirey, freshman at the University of California at
Davis, to Don Howard. Theta Xi junior business and industrial
management major from Piedmont.
ENGAGEMENTS;
Mary Bastein, sophomore social science major and resident of
The Catholic Women’s center from Modesto, to Alan D. Archer,
,enior business major. A June wedding is planned.
Ann McCarthy. senior elementary education major from Bakersfield and resident of the Catholic Women’s center, to Wallace
,. -. r,,, rex.
tr),),,h)r
Brrkeisfrelrl NI rr n:rr,r

I,, r:
The other day I was approached by one of your reporters and asked to comment on a
series of questions regarding
Communist activity in the United States in general and on the
college campuses of the United
States in particular.
After reading my comments
as presented in the article. I
found a number of misquotations
and misrepresentations. I have
studied communism to a degree
that the comments I make concerning this menace are made
after much thought and critical
analysis. The comments as reproduced in the article are not
indicative of my thoughts. They
are misquoted and cut up to a
degree which does not show consistent thinking.
In tune with the Communist
menace, there also is a menace
that I feel we should fear as
much, if not more, than the
Communist menace itself. This
is the neglect of the press to
correctly state quotes or facts
as they have been presented.
This has, in the public’s eye
made statements appear radical
when they are not extreme in

124 E San Fernando

’ We re nest to Col

look-

CV 3-5283

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.

viihic, to a

cation and knowledge comet
matters of politics, society
fellow men through this mr
of cummuniCa t ion.
When this means of communication rnisuseh, misquotes or
misrepresents facts or statements of opinion it works toward the detriment of the public interest. Themefore. it is the
responsibility of the press in a
democratic society to present to
the public factual information or
statements.
It is my understanding th.),
reporters tor the Spartan Dads
are training for future emploment reporting the 11E4.%’s trrr
public news agencies. It disturb,
me immensely to think that the
nation’s future reporters of news
could be trained to misrepresent
statements as imperfectly as was
done in this article. I hope the.
Is not indicative of the complete
Spartan Daily staff.
Joins,. W. Fuller
.4511 11449
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FOCUS
For Meaningful Existence

’IT
GROVE
SAUTA CRUZ BEACH

Dancing Every Sat. Niqht
This week’s topic:
"If Costs Your Life
REV, LYNN HUNW1CK
of Palo Alto
6:00 p.m. Deuert
615 p.m. Meeting

Roger Williams
Fellowship
C- hurch Services:
8:45 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 730 prn
10:00 College Bible Class
- GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
ella E. San Fernando
GEORGE COLLINS
College Chaplain

JOHN U. AKERS
Pastor

Worship Sunday
At One Of Those Nearby

Methodist Churches
FIRST

ST. PAUL’S

Santa Clare & Sth
Sig.. 1:10 & tI a.m.

lOth of San SalY
dere
a m

National Lutheran Council

St. Thomas Chapel
A student Onset for It,. doubter,
sluststIone, and believer.
Sermon. "Hearers Only: Deceive
Themselves"
Place: CCC 300 5, 10th at San Carlos

RENTALS
Special Student Rotes
latest models
Free delivery
fully guaranteed
Free Parking
no deposit
Fret exchange

I

Student Claims
He Was Misquoted

TYPEWRITER

APARTN11. \ 17,
WITH POOL
8125.00 Flat Rate

435 So. 9111- CY 7-8877

and H. Donald Funk’s
"Happiness Machine." The latter
is an original play by graduate
student Funk, which made its
premiere last weekend.
0 t her SJS productions which
Browning has appeared in are
’Marriage of Mr. Mississippi,"
"Imaginary Invalid," "Mid-Summer Night’s Dream" and " Beggar’s Opera."

mmtwiellmemusiMetWillimMomIletweMmtmet..m.mirAmotmtormommvtomr.wmpctmttro

and up

Spartan Rental
Service

Hay S. Bruton served a hitch
in the Navy after SJS and is
now sales manager for Miles
and Sons Trucking Service in
Mountain View.
The last member of the group,
Norman R. Waggner, now lives
in West Covina, Calif., and is
general manager of West Coast
Group Life InsuranceOccidental Life.
Mrs. Tronson has wooed the
foreign taste lately. Presently
Mustapha (Mike) Saiyyah from
Iran and Fiks Nel of Kimberley,
South Africa are enjoying the
pleasure of placing their feet
tinder her table.

Editor:
The Intercultural Council of
San Jose State College wishes
to express its gratitude and congraduations to the Spartan
Daily staff and its editor, Miss
Carolyn Perkio, for the outstanding and fair coverage of
International Week activities.
Due to the Spartan Daily interest and enthusiasm in the international student affairs and
intercultural events, an awareness has been created in the college community, bringing San
Jose State College closer to the
concept of "the Peace Corps at
home."
International Student Week
Executive committee
Franebe AzinI
ASH 112113
Sharon Holly
ASB A1 1140
Ara K. Sashakian
ASB 5
Linda Allen
ASH A11141
:Margaret DeBern
ASH A5I79
Pauline Lymberiv
Asti Allele
Phil MeWlillantv
ASH A141711

any ss..*

great degree, develops its 4,1

THE WESLEY FOUNDATION
(Mtkodist Student Center)

Sunday at 6:00 p.m. and
throughout the week.
5th and Santa Clara
CT 2-3707
J Benton White, Campus Minister

Lutheran Student Association
TUESDAY EVENING
the CCC
hrbetu Meet at yid
ea’s,
At 5 10 for ridy to No
?of rwse:enle eOpenfri 1.4 As
1.1:"r1t.e,.4%f asti
100 So. 10th at Son Carlos
CYO.’ C8,I.1 Pastor
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER

’TV’s Pilot Films Student Art Exhibition
Not Best at First’ To Hold Preview Opening
NEW YORK WPII A pilot
film never represents the best
that can be done with a television series. according to video
producer Bob Banner.
"It’s only a first attempt,’
Banner recently told the annual
alio-TV banquet for state
,,roadcasters at Kansas university, Lawrence. Kim. "I’ve never
known any show with a good
east and staff that didn’t improve after going on the air."
Banner, who conducts campus
seminars on television subjects,
is scheduled to take part in a
symposium to be conducted in
July by Northwestern university, where he once was a faculty member in the Speech and
Drama department.
-

TROPICAIRE
TWIN-VUE
1051

DRIVE IN

’,ANY’, CLARA AT

CL 14144
NORTH SCREEN
NORTH SCREEN
CHILDREN’S HOUR
ONE, TWO. THREE

The annual SJS Student Art
Exhibition opens with a preview
Sunday at 2-4 p.m. in the Art
department’s two galleries and
main hallway.
Official opening day is Monday, with the show r u nni n g
through June 15.
The 194 entries in the show
represent work completed by art
students s ince February 1961
and range in style from impnessionIstic to realistic.
Entries are clasified into two
groups, design and crafts, and
drawing, painting, printmaking
and sculpture. First, second and
third prize non-cash awards and
one honorable mention will he
made in each group.
All works exhibited in the
show were chosen by a jury of
art faculty members.
The design and crafts group
includes weaving, printed textiles, tapestiy, mosaics, pottery,
jewelry, leather and wood
crafts design, commercial art,
interior design and three-dimensional design and models.
Included in the second group

Ichoteclate
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Famous Opf,ra in English

DON GIOVANNI
Mozart
Sp,,,,h and Drama Production

Friday and Saturday. May 25 and 26
Also May 30 thru Jinn’ 2
$1.00 GENERAL

50c SJSC STUDENTS
I iiirtain 8:15

BOX OFFICE 3111 & SAN FERNANDO
Open 1.5 Daily

PREVIN

sTs.

;LAYS

GERSHWIN
Andro Prerin Plays and Conducts

The Musie of George Gershirin
FEATURING

A 50-PIECE
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
- AND HIS TRIO
8:30 P.M.
SUNDAY, MAY 27
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
TICKETS: $4 50. $3.50, $2.50. Na, inc.

Ste. Claire Hotel

CY 5-0888

Versatile Pianist To Play
Gershwin Music Sunday

are dra wi ng s, printmaking.
painting in a variety of media
and sculpture.
This year’s exhibition shows
more mature and better des-eloped attitudes on the part of
students, according to John V.
DeVincenzi assistant professor
of art.
"As the shows have grown,
they have grown in number,
stature and attitudes," DeVincenzi said, The great variety of
work in this year’s show is evidence of growing individualism
among students and, thus, a
definitely "healthier approach to
art problems of today," the prolessor said.
The Gallery is open weekday’s from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. and
Sundays from 1:15-5 pm, during
the run of the exhibition.

France’s Efforts
To Join ’Big Two’
By RILL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
In the hurly burly of each
day’s news it is easy to overlook the inter-locking influences
,,f seemingly widely separated
,,vents.
Thus, Great Britian’s attitude
o’w a rd Berlin can influence
West German Chancellor Kontad Adenauer’s feelings toward
Britain’s entry into the Common Market as desired both by
Prime Minister Harold Macmillan’s government and the United
States.
At the moment, the United
States and Britain exchange certain int ormation on nuclear
projects, a courtesy not afforded
France by either nation and a
constant source of irritation to
Gen. Charles de Gaulle.
THIRD FORCE
Last week De Gaulle toured
he French boondocks, placing
special emphasis on what he expects to be France’s new role in
The leadership of a third force
,tanding between the Anglo:-:axons of the United States and
Britian and the Russians.
The implication was that De
Gaulle himself felt little enthu-rasm toward Britain’s entry into the continent through the
Common Market and that his
price might be higtt.
There was speculation that in
’he forthcoming meeting bewean De Gaulle and Macmillan,
ii part of the price might be
British agreement to exchange
nuclear information with France
which presently is involved in
1he expensive business of des-el-ping its own nuclear force.
This in turn would involve revision of the United States’ own
.1efensive policies.
On the other hand, British
failure to win entry into the
Common Market also would upset Washington’s plan.s for an
Atlantic community joined instead of divided by the expanse
of water in between.
NEW DIVISIONS
Such an arrangement would
see Britain joined with the six
nations of the European Economic Comm ti ni ty and the
United States and Canada closely tied in through special trade
and other agreements.
Taken altogether, the scope of
this march of events was worldwide but only indirectly involved
in the battle against communism.
De Gaulle, proclaiming a "Europe from the Atlantic to the
rrals," spoke from a pinnacle
viewpoint of history.
So did Nikita Khrushchev
it hen, confidently foreseeing an
Hied split, he predicted, "We
ii ill ’,Iry y-ii "

MUSIC AND MIMICSThe Limeliters bring their folk music
and satire to San Jose’s civic auditorium tonight. Rehearsing for
the local session are (I.-r.) Alex Hassileu, Lou Gottlieb and Glenn
Yarbrough.

Limeliters Bring Humor,
Songs Tonight to Civic
The Limeliters hring their
subtle humor and folk songs to
civic auditorium tonight at 8:30.
Comedy and singing talents of
the trio were organized in 1959
after a chance meeting in Los
Angeles’ Cosmo Alley brought
Louis Gottlieb, Alex Hassileu
and Glenn Yarbrough together
for the first time.
The unique style of the Limeliters, which appeals to audiences of all ages, backgrounds
and musical tastes, received its
debut at Aspen, Colo., and San
Francisco’s Hungry i.
First LP album of the group
was released in 1960. That same
year saw a two-week concert.
tour in Los Angeles and San
Francisco with the Jo hnn y
Mathis show and a national concert tour with IVIott Sahl,
The Limeliters have since become one of the nation’s top recording artists, and concert’ rind
night club aeta, Top hillin,-,

have been given the singers al
Cnicatfo’s Mister Kenny’s: and
New 1’u:di’s Village Vanguard.
Itli it’ A ncel and Main:11;0)1e. Twi
appearances on the Ed Sullivan
Show and TV "exposures" on the
Dinah Shore. Dave Garroway
and Perry Como shows are also
behind the Limeliters.
All three members of the
group began as single night club
acts Lefore they organized. Gottlieb, the Limeliters’ corn ic
spokesman, was an original
member of the Gateway singers
and an arranger for the Kingston Tiio. After earning a Ph.D.
in musicology in 1958, Lou returned t. show business as a
single comic because "I’m a performer and if I go three weeks
without performing, I get sick."
Alex. who alternates between
guitar and five -string banjo on
stage, speaks fluent French.
Portugnese. Spanish and Russian
and sings al o,er a dozen addi,ional Ti:,
i and clialecb-f.

Students Rate Professors
On Their Idiosyncrasies
I1s Is X If Hs et its
_
finds i, upsettin.
Although many inst
In.’ in a rlass a ;1 resse if
gard the task of grading their
"folks" by one ’fist rletor.
students as one of the most difficult and unpleasant aspects of
’.5 i r
r
hfi IPCTI
their job, students seem to take
freshmen as it they were
an almost sadistic delight in the
leagues with a Ph.D, ileeree
opportunity to rate their pi’ frustrating to Linda Lazear,
lessors.
freshman nursing major. Miss
Student response to a questain
Letear is also disconcerted by
concerning teachers’ idiosyncrateachers who perpetually ippear
cies which they find annoying or
in the classroom nine minutes
distracting tends to surpass any
late.
response to an instructor’s lecJean Sedwick. a junior PsYture in class.
chology major, reports that one
Here are a few comments
instructor’s notion of humor is
from some San Jose State coeds
to attach fake names to his stuwho have found amusing pecudents. For instance, he refers to
liarities among their professors.
a Mr. Livingstone as "Mr. FerOne ju n i or English major
guson."
cited a teacher who mill aWeil
yawning in the classroom. A
student unfortunate enough to
yawn was threatened with the
possibility of being sent to the
nurse’s office "to lie down."
The coed also noted another
instructor who constantly dramatized It 1 s quotatinn marks
during lectures by flinging his
hands into the air in a wild
gest tire.
Teachers who wear bri eh t
ties cn test days are particularly
annoying to Mary Arm Holly.
freshman physical science
major.
Mayv
frc

Perhaps the most annoyine
lit, niof all can he attr:
another of Miss Sedwa
vidto dtiights
tunes on the radiator .
fingers during a test. ’I tick ill
itself might not be too distracting, hut lw persists in humming
accompaniment!" she
lamented.

FREE DINNER
Purchase 1 El Patio Special
$2.00 Dinner and Receive a Second One FREE

Call

BRING A FRIEND!

Today

’Consists of Tamale, Enchiladas, Chili Con Come, Rice & Salad

Also Live Entertainment . . .
Friday & Saturday Nights .
Featuring the LEE SISTERS in a rousing
Community Songfest.

(ARMEN’S El, l’ kr110
360 W. San Carlos

’SPARTAN DAILVs

Friday. May ’.’?; ’VV.?

Dinner ’Nil 10 p.m.
Open ’Nil 2 a.m.

"Evening of George Gershwin" with pianist Andre Previn
playing and conducting a 50piece Symphony orchestra will
appear in civic auditorium Sunday at 5:30 p.m.
Conductor - composer - pianist
Previn ha.s a range cf interests
and talents which ale not limited
to any style of musicclassical,
movie, Broadway or jazz. His
concert tours are equally programmed with classical piano
works and jazz recitals.
In the 14 years since he entered the professional music
Previn has achieved distinction as an arranger. musical
director, concert pianist, and recording artist.
The composer’s first assignment, scoring music played by
Jose Iturbi in "Holiday in Mexico," came at the age of 17.
Three years later he became a
full-fledged composer by writing the score for "The Sun
Comes Up."
While under contract to MGM,
Previn was composer-conductor
of such motion pictures as
-Three Little Words," "Kim,"
"Kiss Me Kate." "Invitation to
the Dance," "Kismet," "Gigi"
and "Bells are Ringing."
Nominated seven times for
Academy awards, Previn receis out Oscars in 1959 for "Porgy
and Bess’’ and in 1958 for
In 195N he received the Screen
conmosers assn. award for an
original ballet in "Invitation to
the Dance" and the Berlin Film
Festival award for original
scoring.
Previn has composed jazz,
pop and classical music and em.

phasizes that he sees no conflict of interest in writing both
classical and Aid musk’.
-It semi’s to me that entirely
too much is made of the impenetrable barrier between the two.
There’s no roason that concertgueri should not accept the two
on the Sallie program," he once
said.
Tickets to Previn’s San Jose
show are on sale at. the San Jose
box office, Ste. Claire hotel,
Market and San Carlos sts. Admissions are 54.50, 53.50 and

’55 VW SEDAN
$699

’60 FALCON 2-DOOR
SEDAN
$1199

’61 MONZA COUPE
$1999

EARL WILLIAMS
MOTORS
(CLASS OF ’Si)
1199 SO. FIRST STREET
CY 2-751117
--

Something

Different!
Try Our

FISH.wich
Filet of Fish
Deliciou, Sauce
Lettuce & Surat, Bun

Only

Spartan Committee
To Present Jazz
"An afternoon in Jazz" featuring the Dave Hoffman Trio
will be presented by Spartan
prcgrams committee Monday at
2:30 p.m. in Morr is Dailey
auditorium.
The jazz trio consists of Dave
Hoffman on piano, Staff Miller,
bass and Ed Swaney, drums.
Free reserved tickets for students and faculty are available
at the student affairs business
office. T1-116.

39’
Cooked to Order

HOLIDAY
Fast Serv Foods
locrois from new library?

4th and San Fernando

Associated Students
of

San Jose City College
prexent

Dr. S. I. Ilavakavsa
"Understanding Modern Art"
FRIDAY, MAY 25
Men’s Gym
Gen. Adm. $1.50

8:30 p.m.
San Jo -t’ Cit7 College

Come and
le?
!jet Cm

Fine Dinners at
Low Prices
Chicken
Dinner
$1.25
Special Steak
Dinner
$1.10
Top Sirloin Dinner.
$1.49

ARCHIE’S
STEAK
HOUSE
7, ;71
. 2nd
Street

DON’T DELAY!
CY 7-2121
(Summer flights are filling rapidly!)

Howard Nelson’s

TRAVEL ADVISORS
24 E. San Fernando
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Honors Speaker
Views Education’s
Role In History
it out iiiw’dl’agt- I)
lean intellectualism to all parts
of the world.
ALL THINGS’
American colleges and universities differ from those in other
parts of the world because they
are "all things to all men," pr.
Commager said. They are a United
States invention, he added, and
are designed to meet the needs
and imagined needs of everyone.
The speaker said that four
things are necessary if American
higher education is to serve world
needs and meet this challenge.
They are creative imagination, acfirst program of its kind to be held at SJS and
ceptable models, material help
CONVOCAT!ON CEREMONIESSJS a capwill establish a precedent for future annual cereand scholary leadership.
pella choir performs during the Honors convomonies. Dr. Henry Steele Commager, noted
NEW CIVIL SERVANT
cation held yesterday in Morris Dailey audihistorian and author, was guest speaker.
Dr. Commager said he sees the
torium. Honored at the ceremonies were 247
I, lit la t
emergence of a new kind of civil
President’s and Dean’s scholars. This was the
servant- the international scholar
-whose field of activity is the
ID-Speed BICYCLES
whole world and whose scholarship is cosmopolitan.
From
Schwinn
The convocation sponsored by
Helyett
$69.95
Phi Kappa Phi, the Sigma Xi club
Raleigh
Complete
and the Key club, was followed
Taurus
Service on
by a reception for students and
Fre;us
All Hostels
parents in the Inner Quad, a
publication,:
Diane
inc
Madsen.
spefor
preparations
Continuing
PAUL’S CYCLES
luncheon for Dr. Commager in the
1963 Model United Nations session cial services and Colleen Sullivan, cafeteria, and a reception sponCY 3-9766
1435 The Alamcda
:it SJS. Secretary -General S a m assistant.
sored by the history department.
0 bre gon formally installed 18
yestermembers of the secretariat
day in the Spartan cafeteria.
Appointed to the secretariat
were Richard Quigley, executive
.issist ant ; Pat Kennedy. deputy:
and Elsie Landis. Bill Baker and
Lyal Holmberg, deputies to the
secretary -genera I.
Directors for the session will be
Gary Wexler, budget and finance:
Tom King. assistant; Efriam
Gugel. agenda and procedure, and
Enid Lucchesi. assistant.
UnderseciTtaries on the secreHow About Breakfast and
taiiat include Kathy McKay. housBowling Sunday Morning’
mg and meals; Diane Holland
and special events; Robert
PALM BOWL
Schulenberg, facilities and trans1523 W. Son Carlos
portation: Lu Vlaardingcr, se:TreCY 4-2810
lariat services: Carole Lee

Model United Nations
Installs Secretariat

.
D
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ROTC Show Ends
College TV Series
Lead Tomor"Learn Today
row." a half-hour show exploring
the goals and methods of the
Army ROTC program, will conclude this semester’s weekly SJS
television series, "Perspective," tomorrow at 11:30 a.m. on KNTV,
Channel 11.
Head of the SJS ROTC program, Lt. Col. Edwin T. Rios. will
moderate film clips of training at
Ft. Lewis, Wash., and Ft. Ord.
The four classes of the SJS program will be represented on the
show by four cadets.
The 12-man Army ROTC drill
team will perform also.
Produced by the Radio-TV area
of the Speech and Drama department, "Perspective" will resume
broadcasting in the fall. Faculty
producer is Dr. Clarence Flick,
head of the Radio-TV area, and
student director is Robert Reynolds, junior.
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Band

Wilda
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Fri. & Sat. Nite: C
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garden eity
31 So.
Market

CY
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MONEY ?

1

If ou are even slightly
interested in such things
you’ll he glad to know
that when you sell
your used books
at Cal Book von
will get the
highest price
paid anyhere !

Clark, professor of psychology, (I.) chats with
Dr. William Dusel, vice president, and Dr.
Henry Steele Commager (r.), guest speaker.
pilot.. b. liro challherc

436 New High School Books Sister City
Featurei in Library Exhibit Dinner 7 p.m.

iv mart
1.1
fie roiintry 6 lii ,enior high schools to the comicadiniz
and trade pub- 1 prehensive exhibit in the EducaFour SJS students will be guest .-,
lishers contributed 436 new books tion reading room, third floor,
tonight at the community banquet
North Wing, of the college library.
celebrating San Jose’s five-year
The collection covers the grade
Okarange of 10 through 12 and in- sister-city affiliation with
cludes many adult books specially yama, Japan.
selected, because of their suitaThe Pacific Neighbors dinner
bility, for use in high schools.
7 o’clock will be held in the Sat,
The 50 subject classifications or Jose city hall cafeteria.
sub-classifications represented in
Nancy May and James Amthe exhibit break down under such
mon.s. two students representing
topical heads as today’s world.
San Jose in Okayama this sumunderstanding through history, scimer. and Yasuko Okano and Elence and man, literature kind the
suke Toyoftiku, two coeds (nal-.
arts; of the world.
Okayama attending SJS this yea’
The exhibit is open daily and will be guests.
will last through June I.
Highlight of the dinner will be
Here, in an organized collection.
an address by E. Snowden Chamarranged by subject matter, and
bers, program executive of the
covered by an annotated, comoffice of private co-operation, U.S.
pletely indexed catalogue, are not
Information agency.
only the outstanding new hooks
The winning entry in the com
for young adults. hut many of the
adult titles which are receiving petition for an official Pacifi,
critical attention and acceptance Neighbors lapel design will he anin review media across the coun- nounced.
,ry. The catalog, which is numNine students from SJS en ierm
bered to conform to the numbered design.s are Nancy Duke, Jack
books. gives easy and direct access Dykstra, Barbara Renner, Steve
Ii, whatever books may hold the Osborn. Robert Ginn, Bruce Wolfe
!Ben Akutagawa. Jeanette Copley
viewers interest.
and Stephen Snell.
The exhibit comes here through
I The top design will be sent 1,,
Books on Exhibit, a national pro- Okayama
to he incorporated int.,
motional enterprise of the publish- 1 a lapel pin representative of the
ers representisl in the
keity

II

california book co., ltd.
134 e. san fernando

CY 2-0462

l0th & Santa Clara

. . . When it comes to
Artists’ Supplies

Rifle guards will be AROTC
freshmen Delbert Covington and
Gary Ogley. Sophomore Bill Harting and freshman Eldin Cady.
AFROTC cadets, will be flee
bearers.
Freedom bonds have been termed
"One practical way in which we
may make tangible expression of
our patriotism," by SJS Pres. John
T. Wahlquist.

America’s Most Beautiful Hofbrau

SUNDAY

Flowers
Corsages

Four AFROTC and AROTC cadets from San Jose State will he
color guard for a replica of the
Freedom 7 Mercury space capsule
to be displayed during U.S. Freedom Bonds campaign. Kickof f
ceremonies start today at noon at
the old city hall plaza, Park and
Market sts.

Old World Charm in Dining
BEFORE THE PROCESSIONALThe academic
processional forms in the Inner Quad before
leading into tylcrris Dailey auditorium yesterday
during the convocation exercises. Dr. Brant

Flower
Shop

SJS Color Guard
In Bond Campaign

.fUlk

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night

Bakmas

GOWNED DIGNITARIESDr. Henry Steele Commager (I.)
and Pres. John T. Wahlquist look over the list of convocation
honorees. Dr. Commager delivered the major address during the
ceremonies yesterday and was later honored at a luncheon.

GRADUATION SPECIAL

RENT NOW FOR

. . . even coeds from
the Leland Stanford
Junior Farm come to

Fall Semester
For as Low as
Approved

12115

$200.00 and up
PER SEMESTER
Unapproved

ARTISTS’ SUPPLIES
PICIVIRE FRAMES
PAINTS & WALLPAPERS

$140.00 and up
a month

SPARTAN RENTAL
SERVICE
485 So. 9th

CY 7-8877

2 Stores
112 So. 2nd St.
CY 2-1447
and
Valley Fair Shopping Center

Beauty Care
At Low, Low Prices
All work done by qualified
students under supervision.

SULLIVAN

g

cr"
EAUTY COLLEGE

115 West San Fernando Si.

CY 5-9S16

SPRING SPECIAL!
FREE MONONURAI OR
STEREO RECORDING
OF YOUR CHOICE WITH
PURCHASE OF A
DIAMOND NEEDLE!
Just 1 Block from Campus
Open Every Night Until 9:30

\ I ri. II

Z
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’Frosh Foursome Shoots for Record

sports

By FRED RAGLAND
A San Jose State freshman
foursome shoot for the national
nosh record in the sprint medley
relay tomorrow night in the annual California Relays at Modesto.,

Running es enls in the Modesto Murat] and Mike ii.lbeati stand a
meet are slated to get underway ’ good chance of eclipsing the wiat 6:15 p.m, with the open ham- thoutl frooth ntandard of 3 30.9.
mer and javelin events set for an (ouch Bud Winter feels they are
early 4:30 start.
capabde of getting into the 8:19s.
The quartet of Dwight MidMiddleton vvill run the opening
dleton, Larry Le I II, Lloyd guarter-mile leg rather than Le

Three Tie for Lead
Mike Gibeau Goes After
In Independent Ball
itiree independent softball teams
lacked in a tie for first place in
their league Wednesday, as Omega
Tau Alpha bumped the Sheiks,
;.., while the Draft Dodgers were
Sinfonia 15-2.
. imbela Delta Sigma beat
...TC worse than the Draft
lgers beat Sinfonia. The score
of the LDS-AROTC game was
23-4. I.1)S (7-3) is in second place,
two games behind OTA, the Sheiks,
and the Draft Dodgers.
Allen Haulers picked tip a forwho did
feit a in over the Bea .

not show up and later dropped
from the league.
The OTA broke a 3-3 tie in the
final inning when Gil Cyester stole
second base and then scored on
an overthrow ball by catcher Ron
Lewis.
Art Bruns hit a three-run homer
to lead the Draft Dodgers to their
overwhelming victory. Russ Ritchie
and John Ross homered for LDS
in their slaughter of AROTC. Ron
Harris homer-eel for the latter
team.
Going into yesterday’s fraternity
league action, there was a threeway tie for first, between PiKA,
SAE and Theta Chi. If the league
season ends in a tie Tuesday, the
teams will have to discuss when
it will be played off.
However, if a tie exists when
the independent league winds up
Monday, a playoff will be held
Tuesday afternoon.

FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
Golf Course

50’

FOR GREEN FEES
WITH COPY OF THIS AD
10TH & TULLY ROAD
(SO., Sun. & Holidays excludad)

RENT A

TYPEWRITER
.pecial Student Rates

The championship doubleheader
(ietween the respective winners of
-itch league will be played Thursday afternoon. If a third game in
the best of three series is needed,
it will be played Friday.
I Tomorrow is the deadline for
payment of the $9.50 fee for missing equipment by all organizations
..hich participated in the all -college track meet.

3 mos. s1

Independent Standings
)mega Tau Alpha
-;Ireiks
’raft Dodgers
Lambda. Delta Sigma
\ lien Haulers ...
Moulder hall
\ewman Knights
.\ ROTC
-linfonia
!leavers*
It, pped I nom leagne
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EVERY TOP SIRLOIN DINNER
$149
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DON’T WAIT UNTIL
YOU ARE

BALD

BEFORE YOU REALIZE HOW
PRECIOUS YOUR HAIR IS!
"An ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure."
Never was that more true
than with your hair. Today,
the Turoff method offers the
most advanced methods in
scalp culture in years.

S. 1. TUROFF, Director
Calif. Turoff Clinics

Nationa ros

By PAUL KANTER
Saturday at the California relays at Modesto, freshman Mike
Gibeau will attempt to break the
national freshman record in the
880 of 1:49.9.
Gibeau lowered his best performance in the half-mile and set
a new San Jose State freshman
record last week at Stanford when
he was timed at 1:50.1 to place
third behind Olympic star Jerry
Siebert’s 1:48.5 and SJS varsity
runner Ben Tucker’s 1:49.9.
His coaches think that he is
capable of running a 147 halfmile.
"I think that I have a good
chance to set a new national
freshman record at Modesto because of the stiff competition I
will encounter," tilbeau says.
The son of a San Francisco police inspector. Gibeau came to San
Jose State from Lincoln high
school In San Francisco where he
was named all-city, all-state and
All-American in track. He won the
state high school 880 championship last year.
One of the big thrills in Gibeau’s life was being a member of
the team that carried the Olympic
torch to the opening of the 1960
Winter Olympics at Squaw Valley.

lost
Besides running the 880, Gi1 beau has turned in a 4:11.0 in
1 t he mile. H,’ says that his
1 coaches think that he is capable
3 of running a 4:10 mile. He
5 doesn’t set any goals for him5 self. "I let my coaches set them
6 for me," he says.
6
In addition to the half-mile and
8
mile races, Gibeau also runs a lap
10
of the mile relay. Earlier this year
he was a member of the SJS
ieshman team that set the new
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SAN JOSE: 28 No. 1st St.

(300 Commercial Bldg.)

ar

1,1111
I III 14..,111 1
I,Aight ;Middleton 14400, Larry Le Fall 1220i.
Lloyd Murad (220) and Gibeau
(880r have set individual times
that add up to a 3:19.9, one second
tinder the existing national freshman record.

(ills-au, who is ranked the No.
I freshman Mitt ruruier In the
United States, rarely cats meat.
He said that it is not part of his
training program.
"I never acquired a taste for
meat." he says. "I eat a hamburger occasionally and I eat a steak
before most of my races because
my coaches say it is good for me."
Gibeau. a physical education
major, hopes to become a coach
after he graduates.

Yang Goes
In Big Five
Competition

A lot of eyes will be on Gibeau.
Mike clocked 1:50.1 in the 880
saturday at Stanfordjust two1,riths of a second off the national freshman record. (Miran
may also go in the open half
tulle at Modesto.
Spartan Dennis Johnson. now on
the comeback trail, will be faced
with a stiff assignment in the
open 100-yard dash. He will be
!taking on two of the world’s
I greatest sprinters in world record
holders Robert Hayes and Canadian Harry Jerome.
Hayes, who defeated Fra tik
Budd last Friday in the Coliseum
. Relays, is co-holder of the too yard dash standard of 9.2 with
Budd. Jerome shares the world
, 100 meters record of 10.0 will:
1Germany’s Armin Hary.
Winter is dropping quarter miler Willie Williants &Ain to a
220 -yard aoisignment tomorrow
in an attempt to put together
an 880 -yard relay team compar, able with some of the fine S.Is
conibinations of the past. Willie
Will team with Jim Flemons.
Bruce McCullough and John...,
A decision will Is. made 1.,
row on whether Harry Edv

862 N. 13th

t.

To Sign

DEMOCRATS!

Call
CY 5-4611

Meet your friends at the

"Walk for Thurber Pam"
3 p.m. to 6 p.m.

sill lx’ able to coup’! , .1.
discus for San Jose. Ethl:111N In
jured his neck last week an d v...forced to miss the Northern Cali-’
furnia Imitational meet Saturday...;i:
Other top attractions at N10.: desto will include the th.id meeting of 16-foot pule vaulters Dave
’Fork and John Uelses, the appearn.
ace of world broad jump record
holder Ralph Boston, a duel betweet, rust -us standouts Rink [tab....-.
Sir.ester, and an op.
pea!
iv Hal Connolly., the
..! d
.
d holder in II ii

Student Nurses
Illiollf% 10 lie malt’ lit
helping.. nat. al concern
iiiIr.oliteo.
a new Its dri.
Ilieraiti
to this area.
lii ",eattle. the hest sale.
people liase 10111
initaci Mr. ilarra-.
111
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II III
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Lincoln Ave.
CY 2-1173

LEE’S :, ROEPER
ALL HAIRCUTS

1.25
Open 9-7 Mon -Sat., Sun. 9-4

68 E. San Fernando
lowiO

JAZZ
AT

JAN KO’S
Every lliors,

Set

DON RUSSO
TRIO
Continuous Entertainment
from 9:30

HOFBRAU STYLE
LUNCHES AND
DINNERS

19 N. MARKET ST.

tanning rays blocks out most
burning rays, up to 92% more
than its nearest competitor. That’s
why millions tan best with Sea &
Ski. Why you will, too!

Get the best of the sun

SEA & SKI!
Itandy II -oz. plastic $135
I
squeeze bottle
Sew 6-in family size fl It.
Other sizes 79c to $275
(all prices plus Fed. tax).

May 27, 1962

Thurber for Congress

re.

the

You sure will TAN
sure won’t burn

-get

Town)
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Beaty to Bears

CARLO’S PIZZA

Bill Aragona Finds NCAA
Golf Meet Prospect Exciting
By DON CHAPM.
For a man who’s ne,...r been
farther than the south side of
Lake Tahoe, the thought of a
trip to the NCAA golf tournament
in Durham, N.C., is an exciting
one.
Such is the case for Bill Aragona, who has been selected along
with John Lotz to represent San
Jose State in the June 15-22 tournament.
"I am very excited, since the
tournament will give me an opportunity to see some sights as
well as play with the top collegiate
golfers in the nation," Bill exclaimed.
The two Spartans, accompanied
by Coach Walt McPherson, will
get a peek at Washington. D.C.,
en route home from Duke university in Durham.
"Having Coach McPherson with
us will help a lot, in a manaverial as well as inspirational

Fall as Wits contempt a nt I Pill lieu
in the week. -/le can gain morel
Nards for us in the 440 than in the
220," Winter reason-S. Middleton
has clocked 20.9 in the 220 this I
season, but also has a 47.6 best In I
the quarter.
LeFall will receive the pass
from Middleton and run the first
220 leg. Murad will run the third
leg a 220- - and pass to Gibeau
for the anchor half mile leg.

.ii ion
,i taxi! sprint
FoHigrreh
st Beaty has decided to ati tend the University of California
LOS ANGELES ( UPI I next fall. Beaty has been clocked
UCLA’s chances for a high finish at 9.4 in the 100. 20.6 in the
ni22
TRYING FOR NEW 880 RECthe At hletic Association of
and 47.3 in the 440. His times i!
Western Universities track meet
ORDFreshman Mike Gibeau
the 100 and 220 are the top high
tomorrow at the Coliseum apwill go all out after the naschool marks in the nation thipeared brighter today with the
tional freshman 880 record of
year.
news that decathlon star C. K.
1:49.9 at Modesto tomorrow.
Yang would compete.
His career best is 1:50.1, set last
CONFEDERATE LINES CLOSE
week at the Northern California
Yang, who pulled up while runConfederate lines in Virginia
invitational at Stanford.
ning a quarter-mile leg in last
were so close to Washington, D.(’
school freshman mile relay record Friday’s Coliseum Relays, worked during the Civil War that the unout Wednesday and Bruin coach
of 312.0.
finished dome of the Capitol is iii
Besides the open 880 he will run Ducky Drake said the Formosan, be seen through a telescope.
had recovered from a
at Modesto, Gibeau will be a mem- at
ber of the freshman medley relay muscle strain.
Drake said Yang would be entered in the pole vault, javelin,
and the high and low hurdle races.
(Under New Monowrninn
Southern California coach Jess
Hill, whose Trojans are favored
CY 2-8119
to win their third straight Big
Five championship, announced
that Kevin Hogan would run the
Pizza from 85c
way," the 20-year-old public re- 880 instead of the 440. Hogan. one
em
qua
rt
outstanding
USC’s
of
Refreshments on tap
lations major said. "Last year John
might have done even better had milers, ran the 880 for the first
Delivery Service
he had someone to help him with tune three weeks ago and won
arrangements so he could spend the) race in 1:50.8, third best tint,
more time practicing on the: in the AAWU this year.
study break
Take
Stanford’s Harry McCalla ha,
course."
drop in for pizza’
Lotz and Aragona will both be decided to pass up the mile run
returning to the .Spartan varsity where his clocking of 4:07.6 is
next year, along with Harlan second best in the conference this
Krantz, Mike Tanzer, Tom Bar- season, and concentrate solely oil
her, and freshman standouts John? the three ni
Brugger and Harry Taylor. This
should give the Spartans a heavy
golfing punch.
Don James, a prospect from
lege of San Mans,. will room
Bill next year. San Mateo had thi.
state junior college champion golf
team last year and is just as
rough this season.
Bill, who hails from Milbrae,
finds relaxation and enjoyment in
Sea & Ski’s unique sun filter, perFrank Sinatra and Lena Horne
fected
by the Desert Research
sounds when not on the golf
Institute, lets in up to 53% more
course.

Scientific Turoff Treatment Can Save Your Hairl
many yea, Turoff has treted thousands of men and women for entry type
hair loss From Coastto.Coao this nrhuslastic clientele hs spread the word.
she people I ..... d hr
here boon pent to us by others who
now, exclusive formula
m
-drtook r emarkable % toff treatment. Today, rearkable,
iilrs
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METRIC PHARMACY

Headquarters

5th & Santa Clara

1912 West San Carlos Street, San Jose
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Insurance Co.
To Give Grant

Students First Away From Home Professor Plans
’Susceptible to Communist Line’ Leisure Travel

rda

Instructional Aids
Course Scheduled
In Branch Session

The following is Me fourth and final article dealing with
the FBI’s charges that American college youth ere easy
prey for Communist party indoctrination. The students
interviewed ettempt to simmer the question from this
SJS standpoint.

Phil McWilliams. president Internatarnal Relations club, senior, international relations:
"Students who are attracted to the Communist
party most easily are ones with no grounding.
They are away from home for the first time and
have had no previous political foundation. They
have no reasons for their political views. These
people are the perfect target. They are the apathetic students.
"I don’t think a pure Communist group could
get started at the SJS campus, hut I do agree
a Communist -controlled one could get a start.
These groups have to offer something to the student before he will follow. Then. aten they have
him interested, the student will not question what
ideology underlies the group.

Officials of Allstate Insurance
will meet with San Jose State’s
administrators Monday to present
a grant of $2500 for use as tuitian
scholarships for teachers wishing
to take summer courses in driver
education training.
Dr. Marland K. Strasser. head
of the driver training program,
said that a few scholarships will
also be available for students registered in regular session who are
majoring in this field.

"I read somewhere that retire- eight years teaching in Canada.
The retiring professor is a memment is often thought of as a
period when people do many things ber of Kappa Delta Pi, national
for the last time, and only a few education honorary society: Pi
things for the first time." said Lambda Theta, women’s educaMrs. Lillian Gray. professor of tional honorary society, and was
elementary education. "I hope to a scholarship adviser for Kappa
reverse that tendency," added Pro- Alpha Theta. She also has been
fessor Gray. who is retiring at faculty adviser to Delta Phi Upsilon, kindergarten education honthe end of the semester.
Already having been to South, orary society.
Professor Gray is also a past
America. Europe and Mexico. she
hopes to specialize in her travels’ vice president for the SJS Patron.,
assn
now.
Big Auto
"I would like to return to Spain
Ingram Sayings Announced
Wornsa nd married men Ovr
and Portugal," she slid. "Mexico
21, $75 less it) dividend, or a net
also holds a great fascination for
LEFTISTS COMMON
of US limed on current 17 per
crit dividend/. ilnoisi mon under
me. except for Acapulco." She ex"The reason so many leftist groups are com25 $252 feu $43 dishdend, or a net
of 5209.
plained that to her. Acapulco is
mon at Cal or San Francisco state. I feel, is that
5’ 7/20.000 1644 Wore LIAM* MOO
too much of a tourist center. "The
P.operty D aaaaa and $500 Medical
there, there is a different type of instruction.
Priyments. Other coverages at corn.
Here at SJS, our instructors follow a middle- place just doesn’t represent the
Parable MfInat.
Payments Cac
md once twice or four times bea
The weekend Co-Rec banner.
true Mexican cultiire.of-the-road approach, or at best, give the rightist
’Oar. Cell or write for full infer.
which decorated last Saturday’s
motion
to
George M. Campbell
view. While, at Cal. the professors openly present
PAINTING HORRY
564 Maple A
, Sunnyvale,
festivities was borrmved by parties
Upset 14741 (day I nits).
leftist views. thus creating an atmosphere where
Professor Gray, vvhii spends her
the weekof
leaders
The
unknown.
these student groups can get a reason to gather.
leisure time oil painting, prefers’ end activity request the sign be
EASY TO START
"Our big problem here at State, as far as I
-It is definitely possible to start a Communist
to capture what she considers to ret urned soon.
group on this campus. I lived in Japan for three
can see from trying to organize a group, is that
be the authentic habitat of the
Tomorrow will mark the last
ALCOA
The students don’t want to work. They would
years and vividly remember nearly being caught
natives of the country. "That habisponsored by the Recreain a Communist May day riot. There were thourather talk about water fights than facing the tat is not to be found in Acapulco," activity
tion department for this season
Now interviewing for partpossibility of injuring their egos or cracking she affirmed.
’-ands of people and it took nearly a thousand
Beginning at 12:311 p.m., in ?L.
time or full-time summer help.
policemen to break them up."
shell- ’
"Of course, I will continue to Women’s gym, badminton, voll,
May start part-time now.
write," said Professor Cray. Her lv
ball, basketball and croquet a
EXPANSIVE
specialty is the field of teaching
suffered,
reading. She has co-authored the
Pllor.e CY 4-5860
The craze for stretch pants e,
Beginning at I p.m., and runfor Inde- I
-Reading
series
book
expanding to soft coordinated
TEMPORARY OFFICE
ning till 4, will be swimming.
pendence." and has been on the
stretch slippers and hoots which
JOBS
ALCOA SCHOLARSHIPS
Trampoline will be made available
Basic
"New
staff
of
editorial
fit like gloves, fashion authoriAVAILABLE
from 1:30 till 3:30.
la day - week - month)
has
She
30
years.
for
Readers"
ties roln,rt.
,
Only students holding ASH acalso been a member of the Edi12 South First St Siote 41’
tivity cards will be admitted tr.
torial Advisory board for the InI he activity
Three social studies %aorkshow. rent Developments in Social Stud- ternational Reading assn.
"11412 Graduals,: NO JOH SECURITY, NO PENSION PLAN,
will be held at SJS this summer. ies and Social Studies for KinderOTHER DEGREES
NO HEALTH PLAN. If you are aggressive, have a backaccording to Joe H. West, dean of garten -Primary Grades, will be ofThe educator earned her -B.A.
ground in journalism. business or advertising, this is a most
fered in the six -week summer sessummer sessions.
unusual opportunity in a unique field. ROLLER DERRY needs
at the University of California at
A one -week workshop On South- sion June 25 to Aug. 3, Dean West Los Ain.,,elen, and her M.A. at Comanagement trainees. For background. see Page 2, San Frandeclared.
east Asia. June 18-22. will include
cisco Chronirle sports Green Section, May 14. Job involves
lumbia university. She spent a year
geographical, historical and socitravel within and outside United States. Contacts highest les-hl
The current developments work- at Chicago university winking on
with newspapers, radio, television and all media. Salary com"logical aspects of the area and shop will be directed by Professor
her doctorate.
mensurate with ability. No sports background required hut do
the challenge of communism.
Sutherland. Miss Frances Gullard,
Before coming to SJS in 1932.
not contact us for interview unless you have definite potential.
education,
assistant
professor
of
Paul C. Blake. SJS associate
Professor Gray taught in Los AnMail resume to Roller Derby, 133 K 14th Street, Oakland.
will
be
in
charge
of
the
kinderte’ofessor of education, will direct
We will contact you for interview. Work available on part
geles city schools. supervised
time basis until graduation."
’to workshop. Included on the garten -primary grades workshop. teacher training at the Univce-atj
’.iff will be Michael P. McIntyre.’ Six units of education credit of Southern California, and taught
-sociate professor of geography. may he obtained in eneh of these at Santa Barbara state college
nd Jack W. Sutherland, associate t wo worksh,.t,
now a unisersity. She also spent
No sense traveling south of the border to get that lip-smack’n
ofessor ot education. One unit
Mexican food. Right here in San Jose at the corner of 4th and
education credit may he oh-

avs-day St orkshop in the
A
preparation of instructional materials will be offered from June I
By TIM BARR
18-22 at 1-lartnet1 college. Salinas,
Bill Pollacek, freshman. political science:
as part of SJS’ branch session. ac"The years in college are the ones during
cording to Joe H. West. SJS dean
which ideas become solidified. Many students go
of summer sessions.
along with the bandwagon.
The workshop will assist teach"I don’t know of any Communist groups at
ers in the planning and making
SJS. But, a real Commie group wouldn’t come
of instructional aids.
right out and say whom it represents. It may
With emphasis on visual aids.
set up a front, such as a card playing group. or a
the course will cover effective use
political discussion group. But who knows what
of chalkboards. bulletin boards,
is going on in the basement?
dioramas, simple sketches and ob"The student who is living away from home
jects embedded in bioplastic,
for the first time is most susceptible to the
Enrollment will he limited to 50
Communist line. He is a little withdrawn and
and one semester unit of educadoesn’t join groups easily. He is a sitting duck
tion credit may be obtained. !)an
for the Communists.
West explained. Dr. George W.
"I like Dr. Sw-arz’s statement when he said.
Cochern. associate professor of
Communists run from three to 90, three teet to
direct
the
workeducation, will
eight feet tall, and come in every size and shape.
shop. Fee for the week-long study
You can’t just pick a Communist out of the crowd.
Is $12.

Weekend Co-Rec
Banner Disappears

Western
girl me.

Social Studies Plans
3 Summer Workshops

MEXICO

NEVER HAD IT
SO GOOD

STOP WASTING SUMMERS

- ,med.

Consider Summer Employment
with All These Advantages

The other two workshops, Cur -

Library Open

* tare Up to $100 a Week or more if you ore above average.
*
*
*
*

Work With a Reputable Company. Notionally famous in its field.
Work According To Your Own Schedule. You set your own hours.
Work Anywhere in No. Calif. Even in your home town.
Continue On a Part Time Basis when you return to classes
nest fall.
* Earn Cash Scholarships 1from $100 to $6001

Miss Joyce Backus, San Jose
state

librarian.

announced

to-

day that the college library will
remain open :Memorial Day. The
library will be omen from IS a.m.

If you hove a car available and are free fo work
Coll or Write

to Ill p.m.
Library personnel volunteered

ROYAL HOSTESS CO.

to work on the holiday because

1290 Terestia Dr., San Jose
ALpine 2-8546

,rf

the importance

nnals,

Of

upcoming

Miss Ra-kils said.

-4 Job Interviews -4-

Job Interviews will be held in the
Placement office, Adm234, unless sp.cified otherwise. Appointment lists are
put out in advance of the interview.
Students are requested to sign up early.
TODAY
The Naval Aviation Information
team froni the U.S. Naval Air Reserve Training unit, Alameda, will

be on campus to explain career available to college men as nay.,
officers. There will be a displaj
van in the art arcade from 10 an.
until :i p.m.. Indoctrination f! I
will be given all eligible ,
dates.
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LOST & POUND
Lost:
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Fourth St., 4 p.m.
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CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
20c line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Cell at Student Affairs OfficeRoom 16 Tower Hall, or

Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

THIti

Nips
elementary nelles01 district i San Luis Obispo county :
elementary school teacher candi-

Tico’s Tacos

Madera 44.1111Ity s4.110011: elemen’icy school teacher candidates.

4th and Si. James
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SEMESTER
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LESS THAN 1/2
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CLOTHING UNION

PRICE

WITH THE SPRING SEMESTER RAPIDLY COMING TO AN END,
WE WANT TO REDUCE OUR STOCK OF VAUGHN RECOGNIZED
CLOTHING AND SPORTSWEAR AT PHENOMENAL REDUCTIONS
TO ALL STUDENT CARD HOLDERS. ALL ITEMS TO BE SOLD AT
LESS THAN 1/2 PRICE FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY.
$12.95 $22.95 SLACKS, Da"r"n Bleeds
Hard WorJed Large Selection. NOW

$6" - $11"

$5.95 Polished CotLnn and CottP>n Cord
PLAIN FRONT PANTS, Now Priced
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SUITS. SEMESTER CLEAN-UP
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Health Shots
Weekly immunization r,
be given in F111130 from 1-4 pi,
today free to students. Shots
chide dipht heria-tet anus. typho.,
and polio boosters: smallpox v:i
cinations and influenza imnitinii
tains. Minors must present writtr
permission from their parents
the shots. Faculty members, lir,
ited students and employees rn’.
pay 50 cents in advance a’
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How To Get a Shave
"RAZOR-BLADE CLOSE"
With Any Electric Razor
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12 30-4:30

S t ii d f n t Zionist organization.

Full time pay-part time work. Cor!ede
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$$0 to S125 nor week. Phone 328-6383.
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510 for the

Maternity clothes, sire 16
797 8665

Co-Rec, last of spring semester.
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to share apt. durinq summer. $20
79""329.
i
For Sale: ’53 Chevy. R&LL Ca’ r.." P Roommates for duplex for Summe,Fail.
%,’4: A:, ‘, N’s
$30 month. 414 So. 10th. CY 2.2879.
’51 Ford.
2 d, Naw
ES 7.545 after 5 Pon.

Rerryesios elementary school district (San Just-I: elementary
.chool teacher candidates.
Franklin McKinley elementary
s h us, I i San Jose I : elementary
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St. James you’ll find a place that serves Mexican food +hat
tops any you’ll find - even in Mexico. The place? That’s right,
it’s Tico’s Tacos for those delicious tacos plus other equally
tantalizing Mexican dishes. Come in today and discover the
wonderful world of Mexican food at Tico’s Tacos.

JACKETS

SWEATERS

SOX
RAINCOATS
TIES
Many Items to choose from! STOCK UP FOR SUMMER!
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VAUGHN’S Student Clothing Union
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